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‘The Death of the West’: Samuel Huntington, Oriana Fallaci and a New ‘Moral’ Geopolitics of Births and Bodies

LUIZA BIALASIEWICZ

Department of Geography, Royal Holloway, University of London, UK

The ‘War on Terror’ has justified a whole new set of re-territorialisations of security and identity, also in the ‘West’. In this paper, I highlight one particularly powerful aspect of the idea of the ‘West under threat’: one wedded to the idea of a demographic-reproductive menace. Such ideas are not only the prerogative of extremist fringes, for the two authors whose work is discussed in this piece are very much part of the mainstream: Samuel Huntington, whose latest book *Who Are We? America’s Great Debate* focuses on the ‘deconstruction’ of American identity and the threat represented by hyper-fertile immigrant populations and Italian writer-journalist Oriana Fallaci, whose two most recent books have launched an offensive against the ‘Islamic Reverse Crusade’ that threatens to ‘submerge and subjugate’ Europe.

Certainly, the intimations of a ‘threat’ to the West are in no way new, nor are they a unique product of the ‘War on Terror’. What is new, however, is the force with which they are being articulated today and the ways in which they are entering into popular circulation, in both Europe and America. What is more, on both sides of the Atlantic, those raising the sound of alarm for ‘The Death of the West’ prescribe not only a re-affirmation of (Western) ideals, but also – and increasingly – a set of policies for the biological survival of the West. ‘The Death of the West’ is thus not only a parable of political and geopolitical decline, but also a morality play regarding real deaths and, especially, real births.

The rhetoric of the War on Terror has been closely wedded to the idea of the ‘West under threat’. In the imaginations of its ideologues, however, this
threat does not only come from without – most starkly, from an Islamic Other – but also from within. Many commentators, academic and other, have noted how the War on Terror has justified a whole new set of re-territorialisations of security and identity, also in the ‘West’.¹ What I would like to highlight here is one particularly powerful aspect of the idea of the ‘West under threat’: one wedded to the notion of a demographic-reproductive menace. Increasingly, it is through ideas about reproductive practices and demographic threat that the ‘clash of civilisations’ is being brought home, with women’s bodies becoming the new battleground for the preservation of the identity of the West, the pawn in new, forcible re-territorialisations of identity.

These ideas are not only the prerogative of extremist fringes. The two authors whose recent work is discussed in this piece are very much part of the mainstream. In the US, Samuel Huntington’s latest book, Who Are We? America’s Great Debate,² focuses a large part of its accusations of a ‘deconstruction’ of American identity on changes in attitudes among elites towards the reproduction of the body of the nation – and the threat represented by hyper-fertile immigrant populations. In Italy, writer Oriana Fallaci’s books which advance similar arguments (albeit in much more virulent terms) – La Rabbia e l’Orgoglio (“The Rage and the Pride”) and La Forza della Ragione (“The Force of Reason”)³ – have topped best-seller lists in the past years, and the Berlusconi government had proposed to make her a Senator-for-Life, an honour usually granted only to important political or intellectual figures.

A concern for the decline of the West is not new; certainly not new to the post 9/11 era. Almost a decade ago, Simon Dalby noted the ways in which the dissolution of the Cold War blocs evoked fears of “geopolitical vertigo” and the need for new geopolitical certainties “in which the basic components of global politics can be clearly demarcated, known and hence controlled”.⁴ Indeed, since the early 1990s, the Huntingtonian discourse of the ‘West against the Rest’ has been translated into a new “Cold War against the Other”, a new “geopolitical imagination of spatial exclusion”,⁵ not only abroad but also at home. Whether these new geopolitics of exclusion have been translated into appeals to nation and belonging, the demonisation of immigrant communities, or invocations of the ‘traditional family’ and ‘family values’, all such geo-graphs can be read as a reaction to (what are perceived as being) challenges to mythologised understandings of the West. Also already in the 1990s, for commentators like Francis Fukuyama and Samuel Huntington, the rising tenor of the creed of ‘multiculturalism’and its challenges to the West’s exceptionalist myths, “threatened to balkanise ‘the West’ as an identity from within. Instead of reading it as an attempt to deepen democracy and equality, neoconservatives saw multiculturalism as threatening ‘de-Westernisation’ of their own narrow mythic visions of the West”.⁶ The ‘Clash of Civilisations’ evoked by Huntington⁷ was, firstly,
internal to Western states – between an ‘us’ (the white, male elite) and a ‘them’ (everyone else): in his essay and later book, the ‘enemies’ Huntington specified were both abroad (Islamic fundamentalists) and at home (foreign capital, immigrants, and multiculturalists). The West described by Huntington as ‘under threat’ referred, as O’Tuathail suggested, “as much to an imaginative and idealised cultural order as it [did] to a geographical place”. To Huntington, the ‘West’ was

not simply a geographical community but a universalistic creed of individualism, liberalism, constitutionalism, human rights, democracy, and free markets. *It is simultaneously a real place and an imaginary cultural order.* ‘The West versus the Rest’ is not simply a spatial struggle between a distinct ‘here’ (the West) and an identifiable ‘there’ (the Rest), but a cultural and spatial struggle that occurs everywhere.8

The threat to the West was, in other words, double: on the one hand, tied to increasing (and increasingly uncontrollable) flows of capital, goods and people that now ‘penetrated’ the West; on the other, to the increasing circulation and acceptance of ideas that threatened the structure of power-knowledge that constituted the West’s idea of itself.9 Intellectuals of statecraft such as Huntington thus anguished over what they perceived as an excessive dependence of the American economy on foreign (at that time, especially Japanese) capital and the fact that a growing percentage of the US population increasingly belonged to other ‘civilisations’, but also over the ‘growing creed of ‘multiculturalism’ among Americans themselves, something which Huntington explicitly associated with “the de-Westernisation of the United States”.10 As O’Tuathail argued, what such calls imagined was a de-territorialising geographical space that should be hardened against ‘foreign civilisations’ and their insidious influences – and re-territorialised along the lines of a mythologised Western cultural and political order – no less than an attempt to “discipline the real to fit the imaginary”.11 In the attempt to construct such an imaginary Western cultural and political order, lines were inevitably drawn *within* the West itself as well.

The decade that followed witnessed similar developments also in Europe, with European institutions and certain European elites (economic as well as intellectual) becoming the favoured targets both of right-wing factions in Western Europe, as well as Eastern European nationalists: European elites and institutions denounced as a supra-national, bureaucratising and ‘globalising’ force, dictating morality and values purportedly ‘alien’ to the European tradition (if not to ‘Western Civilisation’) and, what is more, threatening Europe’s very survival. For instance, the rhetoric of the separatist Lega Nord in Italy in the past ten years has increasingly moved from independentist declarations directed at the Italian state to attacks levelled against European institutions: in particular, the European Union’s supposed
promotion of a multicultural, multinational polity at the expenses of a ‘Europe of the peoples’ and of ‘European values’. In Poland, the Catholic Right has similarly focussed a large part of its anti-European propaganda on the ‘deconstruction’ of Polish identity threatened by European accession: fears not only directed at the inevitable loss of Polish political and economic sovereignty within the European Union but also, more broadly, against the threats posed by Europe’s ‘enforced globalism’ (sic).

I note the developments of the past decades in order to remark, again, that the ideas surrounding the ‘threat’ to the West are in no way new nor are they a unique product of the War on Terror. What is new, however, is the force with which they are being articulated today and the ways in which they are entering into popular circulation, becoming if not a fully accepted then certainly an important part of public discourse, in Europe and America. What is more, on both sides of the Atlantic, those raising the sound of alarm for ‘the Death of the West’ prescribe not only a re-affirmation of certain ‘Western’ ideals, but also – and increasingly – a set of policies for the biological survival of the West. ‘The Death of the West’ is thus not only a parable of political and geopolitical decline, but also a morality play regarding real deaths and, especially, real births.

Indeed, what renders the ideas surfacing in the work of Huntington and Fallaci so worrying are the ways in which these tap into a much longer lineage of national-imperial anxieties about population growth and decline and the ‘degeneration’ and ‘pollution’ of the national body – anxieties that, over the past two centuries, have been used to justify some of the most brutal policies of biopolitical ‘purification’. In the pages that follow, I will attempt to highlight the ways in which reproductive practices are again taking on geo-political significance in the attempt to demarcate and preserve the body of the West. I will do so by noting how the putative ‘survival’ of the West is being scripted vis-a-vis two interlinked sets of challenges: 1) the demographic threat of ‘fertile’ immigrant populations and 2) the threat posed by Western ‘traitors’ of the West – women and ‘cultural elites’ who challenge traditional family and reproductive roles.

THE DEMOGRAPHIC THREAT: A ‘GEOPOLITICS OF THE WOMB’

Mexican immigration is leading toward the demographic reconquista of areas Americans took from Mexico by force in the 1830s and 1840s. … These changes are driven not just by immigration but also by fertility. … Governments see it in their interest to encourage emigration, to expand, mobilize and organize their diasporas; [while] developed countries exert influence in world affairs through the export of capital, technology, economic aid, and military power, poor overpopulated countries exert influence through the export of people.
The Politics of the Womb, that is, the strategy of exporting human beings and reproducing in abundance, has always been the most direct means for taking control of a territory, of dominating a country, of substituting a people or subjugating it. … In all European mosques, the Friday prayers are accompanied by an exhortation to all Muslim women to ‘give birth to at least five children each’. Well, five children are not that few. In the case of the immigrant with two wives, the five become ten. Or at least ten. In the case of the immigrant with three wives, they become fifteen. Or at least fifteen.16

Fears of a demographic decline in the West are not new – certainly not new in Europe: over two decades ago, Gunther Grass caricatured the preoccupations of Germans with the declining birth rate in his novel Kopfgeburten: Oder Die Deutschen Sterben Aus (“Headbirths, or, The Germans Are Dying Out”), comparing the experiences of two couples, one Turkish and one German.17 But while the preoccupations satirised by Grass were primarily political-economic (who will pay the pension contributions of an increasingly ageing Europe?), for today’s prophets of doom such as Samuel Huntington and Oriana Fallaci (whose citations open this section), the fears of demographic decline hold much broader ramifications. Demographic questions have indeed become coterminous with a whole set of other considerations on the future of the West, with a decline in natality increasingly being read as a symptom of a broader ‘decay’ of the West and its identity – as well as a direct, geo-political, threat. Within such understandings, it is the bodies of foreign women that figure as a grave danger to the ‘pure’ body of the West, as the site of a potential demographic ‘invasion’. Foreign women (in Europe, Muslim women; in the United States, Catholic Hispanic populations) with their different reproductive mores are represented as ‘breeders’ that threaten to submerge the nation in a flood of foreign babies. Unlike the civilised Western woman, they are represented as ipso facto reproductive beings, prey to their uncontrolled ‘biological’ impulses.

Now, work on nationalism has long stressed how nations are constituted not only through the construction of imagined communities of belonging but also through the control and disciplining of bodies – and it is women’s bodies, in particular, that have long served as key supports to the national ideal. As Nira Yuval-Davis has argued, women have always “reproduced nations, biologically, culturally and symbolically”18, with women’s bodies and the symbolic body of the nation often becoming enmeshed, both discursively and materially. The rhetoric surrounding the protection and preservation of the nation-state has, moreover, always been profoundly gendered, with “the safeguarding of life of/in women written in terms of the security of the nation”.19 Here, woman and nation become one: a symbolic – but also very real – body (the motherland) to be protected against foreign incursion or ‘defilement’.20
Perhaps the most evident example of this elision between the body of the nation and the bodies of individual women were the forced natalist policies of various authoritarian regimes where childbearing was institutionally inscribed as the duty of the ‘mothers of the nation’. We can think back here, for example, to the honours granted to multi-child families in Nazi Germany and Fascist Italy, or the ways in which motherhood was ideologically revered in the former Soviet Union and Franco’s Spain. But population policies have also been used by states to enforce a particular definition of nationality. As Yuval-Davis has noted, “a central dimension of such policies [is] a concern about the ‘genetic pool’ of the nation. … Only by being born into a certain collectivity could one become a full member of it. Control of marriage, procreation and therefore sexuality has always figured high on the nationalist agenda.”

The population policies and marriage bans of Nazi Germany and the South African apartheid state are among the most notorious examples in this respect, but we should not forget that ‘anti-miscegenation’ laws prohibited so-called ‘interracial’ marriage in the United States up until 1967, with the explicit purpose of regulating the ‘whiteness’ of the nation.

Indeed, we need not go back too far in time to note the ways in which women’s bodies and their childbearing capacities have been used as political and geo-political supports. Numerous authors have written about the ways in which women’s reproductive capacities became an issue of national interest, even national ‘survival’, in the conflicts that tore apart the former Yugoslavia in the 1990s. Croatian journalist Slavenka Drakulic has commented at length on the ways in which the ‘re-nationalising’ Croatian state actively promoted natalist policies, passing a law outlawing abortion in 1992 upon fears “that the Croatian nation is soon going to disappear.” But these issues were made most brutally evident in the conflict in Bosnia-Herzegovina: a war fought, literally, with and on women’s bodies. The systematic rape of Bosnian women by Serb soldiers that outraged international opinion made evident all too clearly the link between individual female bodies and the body of the nation: an almost ritual violation of women’s bodies marking a both physical and symbolic penetration of the mother(land) of the Other.

Just as hegemonic state discourses have long inscribed ‘proper’ and desirable reproductive practices and women’s role in assuring the continuity of the nation, so too the inscription of ‘deviant’ reproductive (and sexual) behaviour has also always been a powerful instrument of social control. Indeed, rhetorics of sexual and reproductive difference have long been used to mark the boundaries of the national body from ‘foreign’ bodies. In colonial times, Orientalist discourses often defined the Otherness of the native populations precisely through their ‘primitive’ sexual mores, seen as ‘loose’ and even animal-like, in comparison to the ‘civilised’ sexuality of the West. As many commentators have argued, the ‘black savage’ was at once vilified as a ‘sexual beast’ unable to control his base impulses, but at the
same time celebrated in popular burlesque representations for his sexual prowess. Although such ideas may have faded from the popular imaginary, sexual and reproductive difference is still being used to distinguish non-national Others, often in terms that are not that different from colonial depictions. Some anti-immigrant rhetoric in today’s Europe reproduces, indeed, a conflation of racial and sexual difference that is used to explicitly map subject positionings and the right to belong, with discourses around foreign sexual and reproductive mores having become a key Othering strategy. Foreign single men (mostly from the southern shores of the Mediterranean) are commonly depicted as potential rapists and stalkers: their difference scripted as potential danger. Arab and African men, in particular, are scripted as hyper-masculine and, as the figure of the colonial ‘savage’ previously, construed as ‘energetic pursuers of White women’. Such imaginaries also often allude to how the ‘freedom’ of Western society – especially, easy access to alcohol – acts to fuel their ‘base instincts’, building again on colonial/Orientalised imaginaries of the Other as uncivilised and animal-like. Again, appeals to guarding the bodies and virtue of White women from foreign hands are not new: Kay Anderson, for example, has written extensively on how racist narratives of Chinese immigrants in early 1900s Canada were similarly marked by gender and moral codings related to guarding White women’s incolumnity and purity from the depravity and vice represented by the Oriental. As I will note subsequently, discourses of ‘pollution’ and ‘defilement’ figure prominently in the work of Oriana Fallaci, as do evocations of the ‘deviant’ (if not ‘beastly’) sexual behaviour of Muslim immigrants.

Similarly, fears of a demographic ‘flood’ are long-standing, surfacing intermittently in the rhetoric of anti-immigrant groups and parties across Europe, from the Vlaams Blok in Belgium, to the Front National in France to the British National Party. What is worrying, nevertheless, are the ways in which such images are being increasingly adopted in mainstream politics. In Italy, the national government’s arguments in the past several years against ‘ricongiungimento familiare’ (family re-unification), favouring the short-term immigration of lone male workers only (in a manner much similar to the German and Swiss gastarbeiter agreements of the 1960s and 1970s) have played precisely upon fears of a demographic ‘invasion’, evoking fears voiced in colonial contexts almost a hundred years earlier: we can cite again from Anderson’s discussion of early immigration controls to Canada, recounting the appeal by the Royal Commissioner for Immigration in 1885: “If they [the Chinese immigrants] came with their women they would come to settle and what with immigration and their extraordinary fecundity, would soon over-run the country”. Today, the immigrant body is still represented as a threat to the (demographic) strength and (biological) integrity of the nation – and it is within such a discursive context that Samuel Huntington and Oriana Fallaci’s recent arguments should be located.
Huntington’s provocative assertion of a Hispanic demographic Reconquista in his latest bestseller – *Who Are We? America’s Great Debate* – gave (pseudo) academic credence to ideas that had been circulating on the fringes of American political discourse for over a decade. Right-wing commentators like Pat Buchanan had long been preaching against the dangers of uncontrolled immigration and, more specifically, the threat posed by immigrant ‘fertility’. Buchanan’s 2002 book, entitled *The Death of the West* (which inspired the title of this paper), was indeed subtitled “How Dying Populations and Immigrant Invasions Imperil Our Country and Civilization”.

In its opening paragraphs, Buchanan raised a cry of alarm for “the immigration tsunami rolling over America”, threatening “to deconstruct the nation we grew up in”, but also part of a broader, global, wave menacing the very survival of the West: a West whose “nations have ceased to reproduce, and [whose] populations have stopped growing and begun to shrink.”. Beyond pointing a finger at the failures of the West itself (something that I will discuss in the subsequent section), Buchanan identified the Mexican demographic invasion as the greatest external threat facing the United States in the years to come. In a chapter entitled “La Reconquista”, the author offered a variety of provocative slogans from the statements of Mexican-American leaders and organisations in an attempt to demonstrate that not only was the invasion a question of numbers, it was a planned geo-demographic strategy “of taking back the American SouthWest”:

“We’re recolonising America. … It’s time to take back what is ours” rants Ricky Sierra of the Chicano National Guard. … Jose Angel Gutierrez, a political science professor at the University of Texas at Arlington and director of the UTA Mexican-American Study Center, told a university crowd: “We have an aging white America. They are not making babies. They are dying. The explosion is in our population. They are shitting in their pants in fear! I love it!”

Buchanan’s comments and writings have never commanded attention beyond a limited audience. But it is extremely troubling is to find his words – and arguments – repeated in the work of a public intellectual as well-known as Samuel Huntington. Huntington’s claims are, at base, identical, albeit couched in a veneer of empirical data and academic credibility: something which grants them legitimacy and renders them even more powerful – and preoccupying. Much like Buchanan, the language Huntington uses to depict the growing numbers of Hispanics in the United States is that of military conquest and occupation. The waves of immigrant arrivals are similarly described as an “invasion”, with Mexican and other Hispanic migrants accused of “establishing beachheads” in various parts of the southwestern US.

The demographic threat is described in what Huntington terms “hard facts”: 
Hispanics ... will constitute up to 25% of the population by 2040. These changes are driven not just by immigration but also by fertility. In 2002, total fertility rates were estimated at 1.8 for non-Hispanic whites, 2.1 for blacks, and 3.0 for Hispanics. ... As the bulge of Latinos enters peak child-bearing age in a decade or two, the Latinos' share of America's population will soar. ... In 2003 for the first time since the 1850s a majority of newborn children in California were Hispanic. [This impact] is most heavily felt in schools. ... The schools of Los Angeles are becoming Mexican. By 2002, 71.9% of the students in the Los Angeles Unified School District were Hispanic, predominantly Mexican.36

What is more, just as Buchanan, Huntington also attributes an intentionality to the demography. On the one hand, Hispanic immigration and especially the procreation of immigrants is speculative: Huntington argues that most Hispanic migrants do not come to the United States “because they want to become Americans”, as earlier waves of migrants did. “[Hispanic] immigrants become citizens not because they are attracted to America’s culture and Creed, but because they are attracted by government social welfare and affirmative action programs. ... Citizenship is becoming ... one more generally available ‘federal social benefit’”.37 On the other (and this is much more dangerous, to Huntington’s mind), the unstated aim of the migrations is to disrupt the identitary – and territorial – integrity of the United States. This is evident, according to Huntington, in the way in which migrant families become established in the host country. He notes that Mexicans have the lowest naturalisation rates among immigrant groups and very low rates of intermarriage and even in the rare cases of intermarriage, the usual pattern of assimilation into mainstream American culture is changing: that is, assimilation occurs in the opposite direction: “the non-Latino spouse (who may or may not be Anglo) and children resulting from such marriages often identify as Latinos, even when they do not speak Spanish”.38 For Huntington, it is not a question of cultural choice but an inherent part of the “deep nature” of the Hispanic (and especially Mexican) migration. Citing from a text by Morris Janowitz, the author warns that:

the strength of [such] Mexican cultural patterns means that the ‘natural history’ of Mexican immigrants has been and will be at variance with that of other immigrant groups. For sections of the Southwest, it is not premature to speak of a cultural and social irredenta – sectors of the United States which have in effect become Mexicanized and therefore, under political dispute.39

The danger is certainly a numerical one: the fear that Hispanics will soon outnumber white Americans in certain regions of the United States. Indeed, Huntington argues, “Mexican-Americans no longer think of themselves as members of a small minority who must accommodate the dominant group
and adopt its culture. As their numbers increase, they become more com-
mitted to their own ethnic identity and culture. Sustained numerical expan-
sion promotes cultural consolidation, and leads them not to minimize but to
glory in the differences between their culture and American culture”.40

But there is a graver danger still: that of metissage, of hybridity – the
risk, if current trends continue, of not being able to tell the Hispanic
America from the ‘real’ America: “scholars and observers have referred to
[the US-Mexico] border as ‘melting’, ‘becoming blurred’, ‘moving’ (north-
ward, that is) and as a sort of ‘dotted line’. This produces in the southwest-
ern United States and to a limited extent also in northern Mexico what has
been variously termed ‘MexAmerica’, ‘Amexica’ and ‘Mexifornia”’.41 It is a
threat, at base, to what Huntington, following Waever, terms “societal
security”:

the ability of a society to persist in its essential character under changing
conditions and possible or actual threats’. It is about ‘the sustainability,
within acceptable conditions for evolution, of traditional patterns of
language, culture, association, and religious and national identity and

The demographic threat to national social and identitary security has also
been the focus of writer-journalist Oriana Fallaci’s latest books and although
her arguments focus on Italy in particular, the ‘cry of alarm’ she raises is
directed at Europe as a whole. Fallaci was a well-known war-correspondent
in Italy and abroad since the 1970s. Her articles and especially her books
have described, often from a very personal perspective, some of the most
chilling aspects of the conflicts of the past decades: from Vietnam to the
Lebanese civil war to the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan. Her two most recent
books came after over a decade of silence and revealed, to many admirers’
eyes, a very different Fallaci from the engaged reporter of her previous works.
Fallaci herself has described the books as “an unrestrainable cry” driven, in
her words, by “my rage and my pride”. The first of the two volumes – La
Rabbia e l’Orgoglio (translated into the English as The Rage and the Pride)
was, indeed, an expanded version of a long editorial she published in the
Italian newspaper Corriere della Sera following the attacks of 11 September
2001. More than a direct reaction to the attacks themselves, however, Fallaci’s
comments were directed at the European reaction to the attacks – and at what
she described as a broader global temperie ‘revealed’ by the attacks.

The piece, in Fallaci’s words was “a j’accuse … a prosecution or
sermon addressed to Europeans. It was] an unrestrainable cry”.45 It was “a
shout: ‘You don’t understand, you don’t want to understand, that a Reverse
Crusade is underway. A war of religion they call Holy War, Jihad. You don’t
understand, you don’t want to understand, that for those Reverse Crusaders the West is a world to conquer and subjugate to Islam”. In Fallaci’s eyes, moreover, the Jihad was not the premise of a fanatical minority and in no way limited to the strategies of terror waged by Al Qaeda and related organisations – it was/is a much more complete and pervasive force that had/has as its prime object “the conquest of the West”. Across the world, she argued, the hate for the West swells like a fire fed by the wind. And the followers of Islamic Fundamentalism multiply like protozoa of a cell which splits to become two cells then four, then eight then sixteen then thirty-two to infinity. … Extremist fringes?? Fanatical minorities?? They are millions and millions, the extremists. They are millions and millions, the fanatics.

A brief contextualisation of Fallaci’s impact is perhaps in order for although her comments – in particular, her characterisation of Islam and what she termed the Islamic ‘Reverse Crusade’– provoked outrage across Europe and the Arab world, she is certainly not as prominent as Samuel Huntington (who, I believe, needs no introduction to the readers of this journal). *La Rabbia e l’Orgoglio* was boycotted in France and the author declared a *persona non grata* by the French authors and publishers association in the occasion of the Paris Book Fair. Fallaci’s arguments met with similar reactions in other countries as well. When Poland’s best selling daily newspaper *Gazeta Wyborcza* published a translation of her infamous 2001 editorial, it was criticised by the Council for Media Ethics for “diffusing anti-islamic psychosis”. Despite (and perhaps also because of) such reactions, Fallaci’s first book sold over one million copies in Italy alone, and topped the best-seller list for several months (surpassing the latest *Harry Potter* and *The Da Vinci Code*). The sequel, *La Forza della Ragione* (dedicated “to the dead of Madrid”), obtained a similar reception, selling 800,000 copies the first month of its publication alone.

The weight of Fallaci’s words does not only come, nonetheless, from her celebrity status and the popularity of her books. What has made her arguments all the more potent has been their direct adoption by a number of prominent figures in Italy’s governing coalition at the time, and her profiling on a number of media outlets associated with (or directly owned by) then-Prime Minister Silvio Berlusconi as “the voice of reason”, giving voice to “things that many people long thought but never had the courage to say”. Indeed, many of Fallaci’s arguments fed into ideas that had been circulating on the Italian Right for several years now, most virulently expressed by the Lega Nord (part of the Centre-Right coalition previously in power) but also by a number of figures directly associated with Berlusconi’s Forza Italia party.

Fallaci’s characterisation of the ‘Holy War’ waged by global Islam has focused, in particular, on the idea of the ‘Reverse Crusade’ – a demographic
invasion of Europe conceived in terms much similar to those adopted by Huntington to warn against the Mexican *Reconquista* of the United States. Her arguments are certainly much more violent and openly racist than Huntington’s, but, I would suggest, the crux remains much the same. As Huntington argues that Mexican immigration is speculative – driven largely by economic motives and certainly not by immigrants’ desire “to become Americans” and, in the long term, aimed at (re)creating a Mexican cultural-political space in the American Southwest, so too Fallaci fundamentally questions the motivations of Islamic migrants to Europe:

In what way do they provide the manual labour that the Italian ex-proletariat does not provide anymore? Loafing around the cities with their ‘merchandise’, their prostitutes, their drugs? … If they are as poor as their abettors and protectors claim, who gives them the money to come? Where do they find the five or ten thousand dollars per head that pay for the trip? Might it be that this money is supplied by some Ousama Bin Laden for the mere purpose of establishing the Reverse Crusade's settlements and better organizing Islamic terrorism? Might it be that the five or ten thousand dollars per head are lavished by their wealthy sheiks for the purpose of materializing a conquest that is not only a conquest of souls but also a conquest of territory?49

This strategy of conquest is, in Fallaci’s words, directly demographic:

They breed. … Italians don’t produce babies anymore, the idiots. For decades they have had and still have the lowest birth-rate in the West. Our ‘foreign workers’, instead, breed and multiply gloriously. At least half of the Moslem women you see in our streets are pregnant or surrounded by streams of children. Yesterday, in Rome, three of them delivered in public. One in a bus, one in a taxi, one along the street.50

Unlike Huntington who uses the ‘hard facts’ of immigration statistics and fertility rates, Fallaci bases her argument of the hyper-fertile Muslim populations essentially on personal anecdotes such as the one above, or the one recounted in her second book, of a North African “I know of”, who lives in Tuscany “with two or three wives and a dozen or so children (the number of children is uncertain because a new one is born constantly. So is the number of wives, because they never go out together and besides the chador also wear the *nikab*, that is the mask that covers the face up to the bridge of the nose, so they all look alike”.51 This rhetorical strategy has not detracted, however, from the strength of her argument. Quite the contrary: many commentators have noted that the popularity of her views has come precisely from the fact that she ‘tells it like it is’ – she ‘tells stories people can identify with. Everyone can say: yes, I know of a guy like that too’.52 What is more, by personifying her arguments, Fallaci places her comments in a
different rhetorical field from those of “intellectualizing” commentators and academics, those that she discounts as “the chattering cicadas” who simply “refuse to wake up to the evidence” – who, in other words, fail to perceive “reality” properly. Fallaci’s arguments are presented as, simply, “common sense”: one of her favourite letters from her readers (cited in the preface to the 2004 book) gushes: “thank you for having helped me understand the things I was thinking without realising I was thinking them”.

Again, as for Huntington, the threat profiled by Fallaci, is to ‘societal security’. Immigration is a question of numbers, certainly, but also of radical difference, radical Otherness that threatens the very survival of Italian and European identity: “a threat I fear more than bubonic plague, more than leprosy, more than nerve gas and even nuclear weapons. A threat that hangs over Europe much more than over America. The one which imperils … the essence itself of Western culture”. The Muslim “Reverse Crusade” does not require, she argues, “a modern Ferocious Saladin or some kind of Napoleon to take place. With or without Saladins and Napoleons, it is an irreversible fact”. It happens day by day – birth by birth. The language of conquest and military occupation marks Fallaci’s comments even more strongly than Huntington’s characterisations: in both books, she recounts stories of the “pioneers who establish their bridgeheads, their settlements in my country”, with “Europe, by now, a province or, better yet, a colony of Islam, and Italy the frontline of that colonization”. The rhetoric is, moreover, heavily gendered, explicitly evoking the symbolic but also material penetration of the body of the nation – and its defilement. Fallaci writes of “invaders” who, with “the hordes of their relatives – mothers, fathers, brothers, sisters, uncles, aunts, cousins, pregnant wives, and possibly the relatives of their relatives” have already transformed “exquisite cities” like Turin into “filthy Kasbahs” – Turin, “which today does not even look like an Italian city: it looks like an African one. [Or] Genoa, where the wonderful palaces ecstatically admired by Rubens are now inhabited by pitiless vandals and die like beautiful women raped by herds of wild boars”.

And just as certain parts of the American Southwest are being transformed into what Huntington terms “MexAmerica” or “Amexica”, Europe, in Fallaci’s words, is fast becoming “Eurabia” – a continent, a civilisation “lost” to an invading culture: the result, certainly, of the demographic flood, but also – and above all – of Europe’s own failings: “a Europe without honour and without intellect, … without dignity and without courage. A sick Europe, that has sold itself like a prostitute to the sultans and caliphs”.

THE ‘TRAITORS OF THE WEST’

Visions of a foreign demographic threat and the dissolution of national identity such as those profiled above are, as I have already noted, certainly
not new. What is new—and striking—about these ideas profiled above is
the articulation of who the real ‘enemy’ is; who constitutes the true threat to
national integrity and security. Indeed, both Fallaci as well as Huntington
direct their most vicious critiques not at the ‘breeding immigrants’ (depicted
as almost animal-like in their behaviour, certainly by Fallaci) but, rather, at
those who Fallaci refers to as the ‘traitors within’ – the Western traitors of
the West. Without Western failings, they both argue, the immigrant invasion
would be powerless. What are these ‘failings’? And who exactly is to blame?

For Huntington, the “threat to American existence” certainly comes
from what he terms the “Hispanization” of American society. But it is also
dictated by “the popularity in intellectual and political circles of the doc-
trines of multiculturalism and diversity, … the assertion of group identities
based on race, ethnicity and gender, and the growing commitment of elites
to cosmopolitan and transnational identities”.59 It is precisely these
“challenges to American Anglo-Protestant culture”, according to Huntington,
that have brought about the “crisis of American national identity”.60 The
shift began in the 1960s, when “powerful movements began to challenge
the salience, the substance, and the desirability of this concept of America”,
driven by “liberal political beliefs fostered among academics, intellectuals,
journalists and others; feelings of sympathy and guilt concerning those who
they saw as the victims of exclusion, discrimination and oppression”.61 By
the 1990s, those whom Huntington terms “the deconstructionists” had
“won”, with the imposition of measures “consciously designed to weaken
America’s cultural and creedal identity and to strengthen racial, ethnic,
cultural and other subnational identities”. This transformation was
tantamount to a national suicide: “such efforts by a nation’s leaders to
deconstruct the nation they governed were, quite possibly, without
precedent in human history”.62

If the “cult of multiculturalism” constituted the key challenge to
“America’s core culture”, it was, Huntington emphatically affirms, in no way
a natural development; it never reflected the “real feelings” of the majority
of the American population. Rather, the “doctrine of multiculturalism” was
imposed “top-down”, it was “taught”:

Instead of schools giving priority to educating children in the English
language and the common American culture, they want teachers, as one
of them said, to engage in the ‘transforming of schools into authentic
culturally democratic sites’ by giving primary emphasis to the cultures of
subnational groups…. Achieving this goal came at the expense of teach-
ing the values and culture that Americans have had in common. The
multiculturalists’ teaching manuals ignore the mainstream culture of
America because for them there is no such thing … selections about
national symbols and songs are almost nonexistent [and] the emphasis is
instead on ethnic and racial groups.63
And “the net effect”, Huntington argues, has been “the disappearing of an American culture as a whole”.64

But coupled with a deconstruction of America’s “core culture”, the past decades have also brought, however, an increasing ‘denationalisation’ among America’s cultural, intellectual and business elites and their increasing detachment from the “national project”. Their “global involvements and beliefs” have “eroded their sense of belonging to a national community.”65 For this “transnational minority”, American nationalism “has acquired pejorative connotations … on the assumption that it is wrong to vigorously defend one’s native culture and identity and to maintain their purity against foreign influences.”66 The concern voiced by Huntington is not only sociological, however. It is existential: America’s “deconstructionist elites” have, in his words, lost their “soul”. Citing from a poem by Sir Walter Scott, “The Lay of the Last Minstrel”, he warns that that “the number of dead or dying souls is small but growing among America’s business, professional and academic elites. Possessing, in Scott’s words, ‘titles, power, and pelf’, they also have decreasing ties with the American nation”.67 For economic and power-political reasons, but also driven by “cultural relativism and guilt”, they have “betrayed” the national cause, “abandoning commitment to their nation and their fellow citizens and argue the moral superiority of identifying with humanity at large”.68 The elites’ “multiculturalist beliefs” are thus both betrayal – and self-hatred: “multiculturalism is in its essence anti-European civilisation. … It is basically an anti-Western ideology”.69

The solution offered by Huntington to this state of affairs – and, indeed, seen by him as essential to America’s very survival as a nation – is a reaffirmation of the country’s “core values”:

Americans of all races and ethnicities could attempt to reinvigorate their core culture. This would mean a recommitment to America as a deeply religious and primarily Christian country, encompassing several religious minorities, adhering to Anglo-Protestant values, speaking English, maintaining its European cultural heritage, and committed to the principles of the Creed…. In a world in which culture and particularly religion shape the allegiances, the alliances, and the antagonisms of people on every continent, Americans could again find their national identity and their national purpose in their culture and religion.

This, he argues, “is the America I know and love. It is also, as the evidence in these pages demonstrates, the America most Americans love and want.”70

Certainly, Huntington’s arguments for the preservation of American identity do not explicitly make recourse to prescriptions regarding population policies and the regulation of reproductive behaviour, (beyond the ‘factual’ comments regarding differential fertility rates between the (Hispanic)
immigrant and white populations and their long-term impact on the demographic survival of the nation). But in his call for a reaffirmation of America’s “Christian values”, Huntington points to an “American public” increasingly concerned about “evidence of moral decay” in society: the “tolerance of deviant sexual behavior, teenage pregnancy, single parent families, mounting divorce rates, high levels of crime” and the decline of “the traditional family”.71 The implicit suggestion (although Huntington, considering his audience, cannot permit himself to go this far) is that a renewal of the American nation also passes through a renewal of the American family and, particularly, sexual-reproductive mores.

In this sense his arguments echo, once again, prescriptions advanced by the Christian right – where the solutions professed do not only include a reaffirmation of the American national project and its ‘core Christian values’ (as for Huntington), but a series of other directly biopolitical measures: the encouragement of natality policies, the outlawing of abortion and the regimentation of contraception. As I noted in the previous section, Pat Buchanan’s arguments bear close similarity to Huntington’s: not only in accusing the dangers of an ‘immigrant invasion’ but also and especially in pointing the finger at the ‘traitors within’.72 For Buchanan as for Huntington, “a new elite [is] now occupying the commanding heights. Through its capture of the institutions that shape and transmit ideas, opinions, beliefs and values – TV, the arts, entertainment, education – this elite is creating a new people. Not only ethnically and racially, but culturally and morally, we are no longer one people or ‘one nation under God’. … What was right and true yesterday is wrong and false today. What was immoral and shameful – promiscuity, abortion, euthanasia, suicide – has become progressive and praiseworthy”.73 But as much as the culture war may have transformed America, and as much as “mass immigration risks the balkanization of America”, “a graver, more immediate crisis is at hand. The West is dying. Its nations have ceased to reproduce and their populations have stopped growing and begun to shrink. Not since the Black Death carried off a third of Europe in the fourteenth century has there been a graver threat to the survival of Western civilisation”.74 This threat, however, is not only due to “something happening in the Third World, but because of what is not happening at home and in the homes of the First World.”75 The West has simply stopped reproducing. Why is this so? “The West is in the grip of a ‘culture of death’”, Buchanan contends, for “prosperity, comfort, self-indulgence” and “rampant individualism” have changed people’s attitudes to the sacrifice required to raise a family:

Only the mass re-conversion of Western women to an idea that they seem to have given up – that the good life lies in bearing and raising children and sending them out into the world to continue the family and nation – can prevent the Death of the West.76
Indeed, the refusal of Western women to fulfil their reproductive and family roles also has geopolitical consequences: “societies organised to ensure the maximum pleasure, freedom and happiness for all their members are, at the same time, advancing the date of their own funerals. Fate may compensate the Chinese, Islamic, and Latin peoples for their hardships and poverty in this century with the domination of the earth in the next.” For as the West ‘loses its soul’ (here, too, Buchanan deploys the same metaphor as Huntington), other cultures, other peoples remain firm in theirs – something which gives them strength vis-a-vis the increasingly ‘self-indulgent’ and ‘decadent’ West:

The Islamic world retains something the West has lost: a desire to have children and the will to carry on their civilisation, cultures, families, and faith. ... As the [Islamic] millions pour into Europe from North Africa and the Middle East, they will bring their Arab and Islamic culture, traditions, loyalties and faith, and create replicas of their homelands in the heartland of the West. ... In the nineteenth century, Europe invaded and colonised Africa. In the twenty-first century, Africa invades and colonises Europe.

It is just such arguments that form the basis of Oriana Fallaci’s ‘j’accuse’ levelled at Europe and European elites: an accusation based, as for Buchanan and Huntington, within a double indictment: in the first instance, a “blindness” to external threats brought by the diffusion of the ‘doctrines’ of multiculturalism and political correctness but also the moral-political decay of Europe and its leaders. From Italy to Britain, Fallaci thunders, “identical [are] the faults, the cowardices, the hypocrisies. Identical the blindness, the deafness, the lack of wisdom, the masochism. ... Identical the ignorance and the lack of leadership that favors the Moslem invasion. Identical the fad of the Politically Correct that encourages it.”

First, Fallaci accuses European politicians of ignoring the threat posed by Islamic fundamentalism and thus actively consenting to the ‘Reverse Crusade’: “In Europe, [fundamentalism breeds] thanks to the cynicism or the opportunism or the phony liberalism of the Politically Correct followers who manipulate or deny the evidence. (‘Poor little things, look how pitiful they are when they land here with their hopes’). Poor little things? In Europe, the mosques ... literally swarm with terrorists or candidate terrorists.” This ‘blindness’, to Fallaci’s mind (again, as for Buchanan and Huntington), is the fruit of several decades of ‘indoctrination’ that have produced a generation of
cicadas ... those parasites who have replaced the Gospels and the Marxist ideology with the fad of the Politically Correct. ... The fad or rather the hoax that in the name of Brotherhood [sic] preaches pacifism at any cost and repudiates even the war we fought against the Nazifascism
of yesterday. The fad or rather the fraudulent mockery that in the name of Humanitarianism [sic] reveres the invaders and slanders the defenders, absolves the delinquents and condemns the victims, weeps for the Taliban and curses the Americans, forgives the Palestinians for every wrong and the Israelis for nothing. The fad or rather the demagogy that in the name of Equality [sic] denies merit and success, value and competition. In denying them it places on the same level a Mozart symphony and a hideousness defined ‘rap’, a Renaissance palace and a tent in the desert.81

And the European Union, as the institutional embodiment of many of these ideals of ‘Brotherhood’ and ‘Equality’, coupled with its outspoken support for a number of ‘Arab causes’ (and, in Fallaci’s eyes, with its laissez-faire approach to immigration) has betrayed Europe and Europe’s very identity. The EU “is not Europe. It is the suicide of Europe”; it is

a club that shelters more than fifteen million sons of Allah and God knows how many of their terrorists or candidate terrorists or future terrorists. A club that fornicates like a whore with the Arab countries and fills its pockets with their filthy petrodollars.... A club, moreover, that dares to speak of ‘Cultural Similarities with the Middle East’.82

But Europe’s faults do not end there. Fallaci’s invective, in the second instance, is also directed against that which she perceives as the decay and decadence of European society: its abandonment of the values of courage, valour, patria: in her words, of “the balls to defend what is yours”, “to become people worthy of respect”.83 “Instead of future leaders”, she intones, “we have mollusks with expensive blue jeans and phony revolutionaries with ski masks. And do you know what? Maybe this is another reason why our Moslem invaders have such an easy game”.84 Such ‘mollusks, for Fallaci, are the product of the same “sluggish and flabby consumer society softened with its abundance” profiled by Buchanan; a society “that lives in the cult of enjoyment, comfort, pleasure, and by Liberty means Licentiousness. The one that ignores the concept of discipline or better self-discipline and consequently does not connect it with the concept of freedom”.85 No one – not even the late Pope John Paul II – is spared in the accusation:

With the Sons of Allah … the war will be very tough. Very long, very difficult, very tough. Unless we Europeans stop shitting in our pants and playing the double-game with the enemy, giving up our dignity. An opinion I respectfully offer to the Pope too. … You wink at individuals who are worse than Stalin, you flirt with the same ones who still would like to build mosques inside the Vatican? Most Holy Father. … In all respect, you remind me of the German-Jewish bankers who in the
Fallaci’s evocation of the Jewish ‘collaborators’ of Fascist Germany is particularly disturbing because many of her comments regarding the disciplining and defense of the body of the nation bear all too many similarities precisely to discourses circulating in 1930s Germany. The accusations of decadence and decay leveled by both Fallaci and Buchanan at Western ‘consumer society’, a society that has forsaken ideals (and, indeed, the very biological reproduction of the nation) for material comforts, are strikingly similar to the accusations leveled at the ‘merchant mentality’ of inter-war Germany: a mentality marked by that which Werner Sombart denounced as ‘Komfortismus’ – “the cowardly bourgeois habit of clinging to life, of not wishing to die for great ideals, of shying away from violent conflict”. What is more, the remedies to such ‘decay’ prescribed by Fallaci and Buchanan – and, in part, Huntington – also pay unfortunate homage to inter-war imaginaries: the redemption of the national soul through the reaffirmation of ‘core values’ and an ideological – but also a spatial and biological – purification of the body of the nation.

CONCLUSIONS

The real clash of civilisations will not be between the West and one or more of the Rest. It will be between the West and the Post-West within the West itself.

For the extent that many assume that freedom and effective governance depend upon civilizational purity, the very inability to locate clean boundaries around western civilization will support cultural wars of purification within.

We should ask ourselves what is the function of the parable of ‘The Death of the West’ now being recounted on both sides of the Atlantic. The ‘enemy at the gates’ may be different, but the stories circulating today in Italy and the United States bear striking similarities, certainly in their geographical imagination of the conflicts to come, but also in the biopolitical solutions advanced as a counter-measure. Indeed, what is most potent about these imaginations is not their attempt at hardening territorial boundaries and protecting the national body against a foreign Other: it is their attempt at disciplining the identity – and the bodies – of the West itself. Samuel Huntington’s and Oriana Fallaci’s most vicious attacks, after all, are directed not at the ‘invaders’ but at the ‘traitors within’ – and the redemption of the national soul that they propose passes not only through a cleansing of
foreign bodies but also, and above all, through a purification of the West. Long-standing nativist anxieties are thus re-focused, re-directed away from an (increasingly spectral, de-territorialised) foreign Other and towards a disciplining of national difference; towards protecting the body of the nation from internal ‘pollution’, ‘defilement’ and, for Fallaci especially, from the monstrosity of ‘hybridity’.90

Many commentators have suggested that the ‘War on Terror’ has also been a war within the West.91 I would argue that this has not only been the case in the broader geopolitical sense usually alluded to (the fact that the War on Terror opened up a new divide within the Euro-Atlantic alliance, for one, or the emergence of competing understandings of international right).92 The War has not only evoked new geo-graphs aimed at disciplining alliances and allies in the international arena: it has provided a foil for regulating behaviour and belonging also at home. The two processes are, in many ways, inseparable, as Bill Connolly noted already some time back: “to maintain barricades around [the West]”, it is first of all necessary “to obscure and contain pluralities within”.93 And just as international politics is being increasingly scripted in the spatial grammar of a millennial struggle between Good and Evil, appeals to redeeming the national ‘soul’ growingly mark political discourse on the home front as well – in both America and Europe.
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